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AIMS

METHODS

The EMPRO (Evaluating the Measurement of Patient-Reported
Outcomes) was designed to perform a standardized assessment of the
quality of PROs. It has demonstrated to have good validity and
reliability1 and has been applied on ten conditions (over 50
instruments)2-4. Our aim was to developed an online platform which
enables the independent review by several appraisers, and the
consensus process to achieve an agreement.

An online platform was developed considering administrator and
appraiser profiles. The administrator profile allows to design each
EMPRO evaluation, specifying: the PROs to be evaluated, the number
of appraisers by PRO; the EMPRO attributes selected (out of 8 possible);
and evaluated materials (articles, instrument itself and its manual,…).
In the appraiser profile the appraisers can check the materials,
complete the EMPRO items for the evaluated PRO, and participate in
the consensus process until agreement.

3. Maratia et al. Qual Life Res 2016, 25.
1. Valderas et al. Value Health 2008, 11:700-708.
2. Schmidt et al. Qual Life Res 2014, 23, 2169-2181. 4. Sinclair et al. Patient 2017, 10, 4.
Figure 1. List of the appraiser’s EMPRO evaluations screen.

Figure 2. EMPRO item assessment screen.
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Figure 3. EMPRO item assessment split screen.
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Figure 4. EMPRO consensus screen.
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Figure 5. EMPRO scores for the
Minnesota Living with Heart Failure
questionnaire*.
*Garin et al. Heart Fail Rev 2014; 19(3): 359-367.

RESULTS
The new EMPRO online platform website is accessible with a user created for each appraiser. The application
shows the list of EMPRO evaluation projects in which the user participates (figure 1). Each EMPRO item is shown
on a screen (figure 2) with its evaluating criteria, scoring recommendations, and response options. PRO
materials can be consulted in parallel on a split screen (figure 3). Once all appraisers of a specific PRO have
finished their evaluation, they can access to the consensus screen (figure 4) displaying all the appraisers
anonymized responses, so they can comment and modify their responses to achieve an agreement. Through
these consensus rounds the experts achieve a final agreement, which will become the EMPRO scores (figure 5).
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CONCLUSIONS
The new EMPRO online platform
allows the standardized
assessment of the quality of PRO
instruments by expert consensus.
It facilitates the exchange of
information among appraisers,
recording every step in the
process, therefore simplifying
collaborative and international
studies.

